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First Question: Use the meaning in the right column to complete the medical terms in the left
column:
1

termination of a pregnancy

2

an accumulation of pus in a body tissue, usually caused by a bacterial infection

3

a layer of tightly bound cells that prevents certain substances carried in the bloodstream
from entering the brain

4

unconsciousness in which the patient does not respond to stimulation

5

Plural of lumen

6

Abnormal increase in cells that are unequal

7

Enlargement of the heart

8

Prolapsed or downward displacement of the eyelid

9

Act of measuring vision

10

Abnormal condition of dryness

11

Suture of a muscle

12

Specialist in the study of the eye

13

Inflammation of the sweat gland

14

Woman during her first pregnancy

15

Pain in the chest

16

Forming an opening in the stomach

Second Question: Use the meaning in the right column to complete the medical terms in the right
column:
1

eupnea

2

karyolysis

3

lactogen

4

Pseudocyesis

5

gingivostomatitis

1

6

encephalocele

7

hysterectomy

8

Bronchiectacis

9

hyperemesis

10 enteropathy
11 acrocyanosis
12 appendectomy
13 arthritis
14 Bronchiectacis
15 dermatoplasty
16 malformation
17 dysmenorrhea

Third Question: Choose the best answer for each statement of the following:
1. Which of the following is NOT the type of information provided by a prefix?
a. Time

c. number

b. Procedure

d. position

2. In which situation is a combining vowel never used?
a. between two word roots
b. between a word root and a suffix when the suffix begins with a consonant
c. between a prefix and a word root
d. a combining vowel is needed in all the above situations
3. The number 1,866 expressed by Roman Numerals as:
a.

MDCCCLXVI

c. MCCCCCCCCLXVI

b.

MDCCCXXXXXXVI

d. MDCCCXLVI
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4. In making a term that ends in -um plural, you should:
a. keep the -um and add an -a
b. drop the -um and add an -a
c. drop the -um and add -ta
d. Retain -um and add es
5. Tumor of muscle tissue means:
a. Myeloma

c. Myoma

b. Mayeloma

d. Osteoma

6. In making a “ nervus “ plural, you should:
a. Drop us and add ies

c. Drop us and add i.

b. Retain us and add es.

d. Retain us and add e.

7. brady/cardia is pronounced as:
a. brăd-ē-kĀR-dē-ā

c. brēd-ē-kĂR-dē-ă

b. brăd-ĕ-kĂR-dē-ă

d. none of the above

8. Dysphasia is a condition that means:
a. Inability or difficulty in swallowing
b. Inability or difficulty in speaking
c. Abnormal formation or growth of cells, tissue or organ
d. None of the above is true
9. The “ism” in hirsutism give the word:
a. Diminutive form

c. Noun form

b. Plural form

d. Adjective form
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10. peri/odont/al is pronounced as:
a. Pĕr-ē-ō-DŌN-tăl

c. Pēr-ē-ō-DŌN-tăl

b. Pĕr-ē-ō-DŎN-tăl

d. Pĕr-ē-ō-DŌN-tāl

11. XXX + CCC equal:
a. XXXCCC

c. XCXCXC

b. CCCXXX

d. CXCXCX

12. Which number is incorrectly written in roman numerals:
a. CCC

c. CM

b. LC

d. CD

13. –scope is a suffix means Instrument for:
a. Measuring

c. testing

b. recording

d. writing

14. The part of the prescription that lists the names and quantities of the ingredients to be used is:
a. SUPERSCRIPTION

c. SUBSCRIPTION

b. INSCRIPTION

d. SIGNA

Forth Question: Answer the following questions about prescription:
A. The statement “Sig: 1gtt. o.d. q.h.s. “ in a prescription means:__________________________________
B. Mention the 4 parts consisting the prescription
1234-
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C. In the following prescription,
1- Write the superscription part: ____________________
2- What is an important information required is absent
here? __________________________________________

3- What is a thing that the physician tells to the
pharmacist? _____________________________________

4- What is a thing that the physician tells to the patient? _______________________________________

Good Luck
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